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About the Speakerbout t e Spea e

Mike Devereux joined Mueller Prost PC in 2000 in the firm's tax department. As
an energetic and ambitious accountant with an outstanding passion for tax,g g p
Mike has demonstrated leadership and exceptional judgment in the tax
structuring of various acquisitions, has led hundreds of R&E Tax Credit study
engagements, and is lead coordinator for Mueller Prost PC’s special tax
incentives program. He is frequently asked to speak to various professional and
industry trade organizations and associations about opportunities to reducey g pp
federal and state tax liability.

Prior to joining Mueller Prost PC, Mike worked for his father's CPA firm
beginning at the age of 13, thus setting the stage for a career in public
accounting His fervor for tax legislation that impacts his clients is unmatchedaccounting. His fervor for tax legislation that impacts his clients is unmatched
and drives his pro-active approach to serving clients.

Mike is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the
Missouri Society of CPAs, and Associated Industries of Missouri. Mike also
serves on the Executive Committee for Good Shepherd Children & Family
Services. These activities contributed to Mike being named to the 30 Under 30
Class of 2007 by the St. Louis Business Journal.

Mike received his undergraduate degree in accounting from Missouri State
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Mike received his undergraduate degree in accounting from Missouri State
University and is currently enrolled in the Masters of Taxation Program at
Fontbonne University.



IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE & DISCLAIMERS C CU 30 O C & SC

To ensure compliance with the requirements imposed by the IRS, we
inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this
communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be
used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under
the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending
to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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Topics for Discussionop cs o scuss o

 The types of activities that may qualify for the R&D tax creditThe types of activities that may qualify for the R&D tax credit

 The types of expenditures that are eligible for the R&D tax credit

 Recent case law affecting the plastics industry

 Changes to treasury regulations that clarify the eligibility of certain 
types of research expenditures
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QUALIFIED RESEARCHQUALIFIED RESEARCH 
ACTIVITIES
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Qualified Research ActivitiesQua ed esea c ct t es

 The development or improvement of business components

 A business component is any:
 ProductProduct
 Process
 Technique

F l Formula
 Invention
 Software Application
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Qualified Research Activities, cont’d.Qua ed esea c ct t es, co t d

 Technological Criteria:

 Process of Experimentation must fundamentally rely on 
principles of science including:p p g
 Physical
 Biological
 Engineering Engineering
 Chemical or
 Computer sciences
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Qualified Research Activities, cont’d.Qua ed esea c ct t es, co t d

 Elimination of Uncertainty:

 Information sought must be intended to eliminate uncertainty

 Uncertainty exists if, at the outset, the available information does 
not establish the taxpayer’s:
 Capability of developing or improving the business Capability of developing or improving the business 

component, 
 Method of developing or improving the business component, 

oror
 Appropriate design of the business component.
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Qualified Research Activities, cont’d.Qua ed esea c ct t es, co t d

 Process of experimentation:

 Experimentation is the evaluation of multiple alternatives, 
including developing and testing hypotheses, using modeling, g p g g yp , g g,
simulation, and/or systematic trial and error

 Experimentation goes beyond “lab work” – It includes bothExperimentation goes beyond lab work  It includes both 
conference room and shop floor experimentation time

 Research must substantially relate to new or improved function Research must substantially relate to new or improved function, 
performance, reliability, or quality
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Examples of Possible Qualifying Activitiesa p es o oss b e Qua y g ct t es

 Developing new product designs

 Designing new molds or improving transfer molds

 Experimenting with processing variables to improve processes or p g p g p p
cycle time

 Developing prototypes using 3-D printing or SLAs

 Improving manufacturing processes through automation

 Experimenting with new resins

 Performing first article/PPAP inspection on new parts
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QUALIFIED RESEARCHQUALIFIED RESEARCH 
EXPENDITURES
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Qualified Research ExpendituresQua ed esea c pe d tu es

 Qualified Wages of Employees

• Performing qualified activities 

• Supervising qualified activities

• Supporting qualified activities 

 Supplies used in the conduct of researchpp

 Contract Research
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RECENT CASE LAWRECENT CASE LAW 
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Molds / Tooling as Research Supplieso ds / oo g as esea c Supp es

 TG Missouri v. Commissioner facts
• Received order from customer
• Developed tooling designs
• Contracted with 3rd party toolmaker to make toolContracted with 3 party toolmaker to make tool
• Received tool, experimented with tool and related components, 

including the processing variables (i.e., performance 
specifications for mold)specifications for mold)

• Tool room modified tool design in iterative process to improve or 
perfect tool

• Made prototype parts to test mold design• Made prototype parts to test mold design
• Payment for mold contingent upon performance
• Once mold met performance requirements, mold sold to its 

t ( d t)customer (product)
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PROPOSED REGULATIONS - §174PROPOSED REGULATIONS §174
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Proposed §174 Treasury Regulationsoposed § easu y egu at o s

 Issued September 5, 2013 (REG-124148-05)

 Five Major Changes

1. Provides that if expenditures qualify as research or 
experimental expenditures, it is irrelevant whether a resulting 
product is ultimately sold or used in the taxpayer’s trade orproduct is ultimately sold or used in the taxpayer s trade or 
business.

2 The Depreciable Property Rule contained in §1 174 2(b)(4) is2. The Depreciable Property Rule contained in §1.174-2(b)(4) is 
an application of the general definition of research and 
experimental expenditures contained in §1.174-2(a)(1) to 
depreciable propertydepreciable property.
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Proposed §174 Treasury Regulationsoposed § easu y egu at o s

 Five Major Changes

3. Define the term “pilot model.”

4. Clarify the general rule that the costs of producing a product 
after uncertainty is eliminated are not eligible for research or 
experimentationexperimentation.

5. Provides for a “shrinking-back” provision, similar to that found 
in §41in §41.
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Considerations for Plastics ProcessorsCo s de at o s o ast cs ocesso s

 Prototype costs

 Mold development costs

 Development of specialized equipment

Sh i ki b k l Shrinking-back rule
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QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?
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Contact InformationCo tact o at o

For more information about the Research Tax Credit and other tax 
incentives for the manufacturing sector:

Attend: Plastics News Financial Summit
Mid-America Club | Chicago, IL
April 1-2, 2014

OROR

Contact Mike:
Michael J. Devereux II, CPA
Director of Manufacturing & Distribution Services
(314) 480-1223 (direct line)( ) ( )
(314) 406-8773 (mobile)
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